
Course Delivery Name Online Youth Mental Health First Aid (03 to 09 May 2021)

Lead Instructor Lauren Matthews

Co-Instructor Bill Ford

Please note, these are average scores based on the total number of feedback forms completed. Scores are from 0
– 10 where 0 is the lowest and 10 is the highest.

Questions Asked Average Total Completed

Confidence before 5.00 6

Confidence after 8.33 6

Knowledge before 5.00 6

Knowledge after 8.67 6

Lead instructor rating 10.00 6

Co-instructor rating 7.92 6

Likelihood of recommending the course 9.67 6

Comments

- very much enjoyed the course, the content and delivery were excellent. The manuals and work pack are good
quality. i will take a lot from this and am very gratefulfor attending. I did find doing the course over 4 sessions in
week and all the pre-learning in between very difficult to juggle with work and everyday life, i found that it did end
up high in my stress container.

Great course and I learnt loads.The course was open and friendly and allowed all participants to express the
views.Thank you I have learnt a lot.

Having to learn Embley was a bind . I understand the system better. Overall I am pleased that I was able to
complete the course.Thanks for the new ideas aand everything learnt

The course was excellent giving me a broad overview offer the different mental health issues but also opened my
eyes to language and its impact.it also encouraged me to practice listening skills and be open empathetic and non
judgemental.it reassured me that I am a signposter and not a mental health professional and that I can use ALGEE
to support young people.the Enabley online tools was excellent and worked well, however it was at times difficult to
find the correct stats to fill in the Quiz text or correct order, some answers I feel are interchangeable but you had to
get the correct word, maybe that could be improved.The size of the Course participants was just right and very
interesting as all from various backgrounds which helped me to get a insight how else I could help.I really enjoyed
the course thank you so much !

This course was amazing, I'm so pleased I decided to take part in the end. I've learnt so much, met some really
nice people and Lauren and Bill were both amazing instructors :)

This is second time for me (did the course in 2017). Very helpful to be reminded and updated and to work
forward.Very relevant for my work now and tomorrow.Course sessions very good and informative. Course tutors
helpful and responsive to need.Will recommend to colleagues.(Fair to say some issues with course hours and
pre-course info, as i received info which was somewhat contradictory about hours and structure...)


